In 1979, Airstream will offer nine models. From the 23-foot Safari to the 31-foot Sovereign of the Road, all of them may be ordered in the standard Land Yacht Series or the International Land Yacht Series.

The Land Yacht Series comes equipped with an automatic water system (including Univolt marine water pump and a 50-gallon polyethylene water tank). The Univolt electrical system provides power to all interior lights, fans, and 120-volt convenience outlets, when connected to an outside source.

There is also a built-in 105 ampere 12-volt battery, a battery charger with protective voltage regulator; back-up lights; two 7-gallon gas bottles and a sealed unit space heater with a circulating fan and heat ducts to distribute warmth throughout the trailer.

The Land Yacht series also has a combination gas/electric refrigerator; 6-gallon gas water heater, a modern bathroom, marine-type toilet, two 12-volt outlets; TV jacks, and polyethylene holding tanks for the toilet and wash water.

The International Land Yacht series provides still a greater degree of comfort, convenience and luxury with the following features: Solar-dome skylight; water filtration system with separate faucet; automatic gas regulator; entrance light; central control panel; stove exhaust fan; living area fan; digital clock; and sink covers that serve as cutting boards.

Whether you order the Land Yacht or International Land Yacht, you’re getting Airstream—the finest trailer money can buy.

*All hitch weights and total weights quoted are for standard equipped models, ready for delivery...as verified by the Transportation Research
IT'S NEW FOR 1979 AT A GLANCE

To our exciting new line of fabrics, here's a list of features to look for in your home:

- Straight galleys represent curved galleys. They provide additional aisle space in the galley and the dining area.
- A new tailight has been incorporated to the appearance and ease of use, making it easier to see in the dark.
- The "Super Jack", provided only on the Excella, is the only jack on every unit. It is designed to be 5' 6" tall, 50% greater lifting force, and 50% greater stability.
- A large fixed window of the main door provides light and visibility within the trailer. Single pane windows and stacked dual panes are optional on all models.
- A large lounge area will have a flat surface in the bed position.

- China Cabinet: A new china cabinet above the refrigerator replaces our present roof locker. It is designed to add to the appearance.
- End Table: An end table in front of the refrigerator has an additional storage compartment and a cane insert matches the china cabinet decor.
- Spice Cabinet: A spice cabinet above the range has been enlarged to add usable storage space.
- Larger Table: The table used in the front has been increased from 24" to 27 1/2" in width.

- Center Bath Water and Sewer Hookup: The 3" main drain assembly and dump valve handles have been moved forward to provide easy access. A city water inlet has also been moved outboard and shielded from mud thrown by the tires.

- Furnace: A new Suburban furnace provides up to 50% greater air flow to the rear heat registers and tanks. It has been designed to reduce TV and radio interference, increase reliability, and aid servicing.

- Decor: A new window decor area will have beautifully upholstered curtain valances. The valances are padded and covered with curtain or lounge material.